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ON THE COVER
President McKean and Coach Joe
Justice intent on some fast play during
the Soccer season.
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ANI-MAG TICKETS

President McKean has announced
that 100 tickets to this year's Animated
Magazine have been set aside for Rollins Alumni. They will be issued on
a first come first served basis. Reservations can be made through Miss Cynthia Eastwood in the Administration
Building.
THIS IS ROLLINS

Your attention is called to the six
page picture section in this issue of
the Record. Bob Eginton '57 took the
pictures and with the assistance of
Associate Editor Bob Stewart made
the layouts. "Edge" is a commercial
photographer with studios at 622 Virginia Drive, Orlando.
WPRK TEN YEARS OLD

WPRK-FM. the Rollins College radio
station, celebrated its tenth anniversary of service to Central Florida. A
non-commercial radio station, it is operated by Rollins students under the
direction of Marcus P. Frutchey. Operating on 91.5 megacycles, it has 330
watts of power. It first went on the
air Dec. 8, 1952, with only a 10-watt
transmitter.
BAY MEMORIAL

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Greene have made
an initial contribution to a Book A
Year Club membership in memory of
Robert Hutchinson '18 who died in
California in September. Classmates
and friends can join in the memorial
by sending contributions to Alumni
House. The $150 membership when
completed will bring a much needed
book to the Library each year.

COMING EVENTS
FOUNDERS WEEK
Feb. 22—Shakespeareana
Feb. 23—Patrons' Dinner
Feb. 24—Animated Magazine
Feb. 25—Convocation
Feb. 28, March 1—Bach Festival
March 15—Winter Term Ends
March 25—Spring Term Begins
March 25-30—Baseball Week
March 28, 29, 30—Fiesta
April 26, 27, 28—Alumni Reunion
June 7—Commencement
Alumni-Senior Breakfast

Several letters from the Alumni
which have come to my desk recently
could be, and I hope they are, omens
of good things to come. They indicate
a growing feeling among Rollins' men
and women that "something must be
done about the Field House campaign."
All of us who have had our lives
enriched by Rollins must ask ourselves
a serious question. Will we build our
own college as other alumni do their
own colleges, or will we stand by and
wait for others to do it for us?
We should build our own college and
we could start by building that Field
House this year!
When it stands on the campus, a
new and stronger spirit will run
through the student body, and our
basketball team will know that we
care about Rollins' sport program and
its prestige.
The Field House Campaign is a test
of our strength and our interest in
Rollins College. I suggest that we
move—and move fast.
Hugh F. McKean
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MISS ENYART DIES
It is with deep sorrow that we announce the passing of Miss Ethel Enyart. She died November 10 after an
illness of several weeks. At the memorial service held for her in Knowles
Memorial Chapel, Dean Theodore S.
Darrah paid the following tribute to
her memory.
"Ethel Enyart was born in the 1870's
and lived through the peace and turmoil of the 19th and 20th centuries.
She was born in Dayton, Ohio, and
first came to Rollins with Arthur during World War I. She returned in
1930 and spent the rest of her life in
our community.
"She was a loyal member of our
community and worked faithfully in
the Women's Club, Garden Club, Rollins Woman's Association and the
Rollins Alumni Association. I find it
difficult to talk of Ethel alone because
I feel with her death we mark the
passing of a beloved brother and sister
who were singularly part of the Rollins
family. You may remember that Arthur was not too fond of St. Paul. I
sometimes think that this was because
he was too much like him. As St. Paul
said of himself, so might we say of
both Arthur and Ethel — they knew
"in whom they believed" and walked
by their own council. They were both
loyal to each other, to the College, and
to many generations of its students.
They were both fond of people, flowers
and all of God's beauty. Arthur and
Ethel were together in life and are
now no longer divided. We honor
their memory, their values, and their
faith."
DEMING IN AFRICA

Olcott H. Deming '35 and a Rollins
Trustee is the first U. S. ambassador
to Uganda. He recently was given recess appointment by President Kennedy.
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ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR

ASIAN INSTITUTE
Rollins College will be host to a
Southeast Asia institute Feb. 6-8. Dr.
Willard H. Ellsbree, associate professor of government at Ohio University,
and Dr. Lucian W. Pye, professor of
political science and senior staff member of the Center for International
Studies at M. I. T., will participate.
Purposes of the program are to inform college students and citizens of
the impact of communism on various
non-Western cultures and countries,
and help provide an appreciation of
some of the unique problems of nation
building today. Lectures and round
table discussions will make up the program for the three-day institute. Dr.
Dudley DeGroot of Rollins will act as
moderator.
Made possible by a Danforth Foundation grant similar institutes will be
held at Stetson, Florida Presbyterian
College and Florida Southern.

John C. Myers, Jr., Class of 1942 was honored by Rollins Alumni at the 78th
Anniversary Convocation, Nov. 5. He was chosen Rollins Alumnus Of The Year
for 1962. Presenting the citation, above, President McKean said: "John C.
Myers, Class of 1942: For your continued interest in Rollins College; For broadening the cultural vision of Rollins by your generous gifts of famous paintings;
For your loyal and direct support of all Rollins Alumni activities; The Alumni
of Rollins College salute you — Our Rollins Alumnus Of The Year."

MAT

PROGRAM GROWS

In the fall of 1961, Rollins College
launched a new degree programMaster of Arts in Teaching to provide
staff of high quality at the elementary, secondary and junior college
levels.
The interest and support given the
new program has been gratifying to
the director, Dr. W. T. Edwards, and
in one year the enrollment in MAT
had tripled. Some 40 students matriculated during the '61 fall semester,
compared to about 120 regularly admitted students last fall.
The number of 500-level (graduate)
courses offered has also increased. In
the fall of '61, nine 500-level courses
were available, and all were education
courses. Now in the process of being
cleared with the concerned departments are 500-level courses in various
subject matter fields—English, general
science and biology, business education, mathematics, music education,
social sciences.
Two more courses in professional
education have been added to the curriculum, and this fall, arrangements
were made for practice teaching at
Orlando Junior College.
The typical student enrolled in the
MAT program is between 25-35 years
of age and has had at least five years
teaching experience, usually in adjacent counties.
One out of four students completed
his undergraduate work at Rollins, and
these graduates of Rollins have proved
of great value in forming a nucleus
group and in helping to make the program a success.
About 10 per cent of the MAT students are housewives and retired mili-

tary personnel. Although all the students appreciate the opportunity to
earn their master's near home, the
housewives and military personnel enroll primarily because they are impressed with the teacher shortage.
One-third of the MAT students are
interested in elementary teaching;
about 30 want to teach social studies
on high school or junior college levels,
and about 20 want to teach English.
As most of the students are busy
with professional duties during the
day, 500-level courses are taught only
in the late afternoon and evening.
The typical MAT student completes
the 36 semester hours required and
earns his degree in three calendar
years—taking six semester hours per
regular academic year at Rollins, plus
six during the summer session, for a
total of 12 semester hours earned per
calendar year.
Usually, a student takes only one
500-level course per semester, plus a
variable number of 300 and 400-level
undergraduate courses which are
adapted for graduate work. Many of
the 300 and 400-level courses are taken
under the General Studies program,
as these classes are held in the late
afternoon or evening.
The MAT program is highly flexible,
and an individual plan of graduate
study toward an M.S. of high quality
is prepared for each student to suit
his particular case.
"It's a flexibility that makes sense,
Dr. Edwards said.
"The program
strives to bring about a balance between professional (education) and
academic (special field of interest)
work."

Of the 36 hours required for the
degree, 18 must be earned in 500-level
courses—nine in the student's special
field of interest and nine in education
courses. These 18 hours in 500-level
courses "provide a floor in strictly educational work," according to Dr. Edwards. "The remaining 18 hours may
be taken from additional 500-level
courses or from 300 and 400-level
courses adapted for graduate study."
Instructors in the special field of interest courses are drawn from the
regular Rollins faculty. The MAT
education staff includes Miss Packham, Dr. Kenneth Griswold and Dr.
Edwards.
Dr. Edwards is highly qualified as
director of the Rollins MAT program,
as he has been active in the education
field for 38 years. He has served as
director of instruction and teacher certification with the Florida State Department of Education and as president of the Florida Education Assn.
Coming to Rollins from Florida
State University, where he served as
a professor of education for 15 years,
Dr. Edwards is listed in WHO'S WHO
and WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN
EDUCATION. The MAT director received his Ph.D. degree from Ohio
State University in 1938, completing
his undergraduate work and receiving
his master's degree from the University of Florida.
MAT classes are held in Lyman and
Ingersoll Halls and in the newly purchased Park Avenue
Elementary
School.
The MAT program operates under
the approval of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools and is
approved by the Florida State Department of Education in connection with
eligibility for post-graduate certificates.
The first MAT degree was conferred
last June. This June, there will probably be three candidates for the degree, and by the end of next summer,
some 10 or 15 more. The estimated
MAT enrollment during 1963 is 200.
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THE COLLEGE ADMISSION PICTURE
Admission to college, like "time" in
the ancient hymn, is "an ever-rolling
stream," and admission to Rollins is
no exception. When we report that
the emphasis today is on quality, it is
not to imply that we who entered college in former years were favorably
considered without reference to the
quality of our previous record. It
means, rather, that whereas a few
years ago college admission requirements stressed the number and distribution of college preparatory subjects, today all prestige colleges with
selective admission practices are more
interested in the excellence and thoroughness of high school performance
than in the quantity and distribution
of credits earned.
Note the trend in catalog statements
of colleges with the most highly competitive admission practices. Harvard,
Bryn Mawr, Yale, Radcliffe, Swarthmore, Oberlin, and all the so-called
"ivy league" institutions, give very
general statements in their current
bulletins regarding actual courses to
be studied in preparation for college.
For example, Harvard states, "there
are no rigid subject-matter unit requirements for admission." Bryn Mawr
tells the prospective student, "the subjects to be taken in secondary school
are not prescribed except that a college preparatory program is advisable." And Dartmouth says, "more
important than the high school program of courses are the candidate's
academic promise and the quality of
his achievement."
Thus, quality has become the guiding star in selective college admission — the quality of performance in
whatever courses may have been
studied in high school, the quality of
the recommendations submitted by
high school counselors and classroom
teachers, and the quality of performance on such standardized tests as the
Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College
Board.
Paradoxically, in dropping quantitative statements in favor of qualitative,
all selective colleges today, and again
Rollins is no exception, are reporting
an increase in the usual number of
college preparatory credits earned by
their applicants for admission. Fifteen years ago most students entered
Rollins with twelve or thirteen "solid
subjects" studied in secondary school,
whereas today almost all arrive with
at least fifteen or sixteen. Of the
class which entered this past September, 97% enrolled with two or more
years of foreign language, 96% with
two or more years of science, and 89%
with three or four years of mathematics. In addition, virtually all had
four years of English and were well
prepared in social studies.
Note that in mentioning personal
qualifications we have referred to
"recommendations submitted by high
school counselors and classroom teachers," i. e., by those who have known
the applicant well in a working situation. With 2.939.000 students graduating from the nation's high schools last
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By John O. Rich
Rollins Dean of Admissions

sistent over-achiever who is highly
recommended by his school is always
a welcome applicant to Rollins. Personality and character recommendations are important, for it is from
these statements that we receive
meaningful information about motivation and stability, factors upon which
success in college, as in life, so largely
depends.
No geographical quotas are applied
in selecting our entering class. The
student body includes men and women
from 41 states and 14 foreign countries. Of our domestic students, about
70% are from states in the northeast,
middle Atlantic, north central, and
west of the Mississippi.
Decisions are made with as much
objectivity as possible, but one prejudice does creep in: we enjoy receiving
the applications of sons and daughters
of Rollins alumni. They have special
appeal. When indications are that it is
reasonable to expect them to do our
work, they always receive a very welcome admission to your alma mater.

MR. CONSTABLE RETIRES
Dean Rich

June and 3,411,000 scheduled to graduate in 1964, college admission committees rarely have time to consider
recommendations submitted by other
than teachers and counselors. Letters from "influential persons" and
"friends of the family" have little or
no effect. Why should they? Almost
without exception they only praise and
extol, even though they frequently
begin, "although I do not know the
applicant well, etc." By contrast, no
teacher who has worked with a student on a daily basis for at least nine
months need to begin his "recommendation" with such an apology. Professor B. Alden Thresher, Director of Admissions at M. I. T. for many years,
stated it well when addressing a conference group at Rollins recently, "the
thicker the folder, the thicker the student." Today, the parent who wants
to help his college-bound son or daughter will refrain from asking influential
friends to write letters. This point
seems to be sinking in, we are glad
to observe. As Amherst's Dean of Admissions Eugene S. Wilson says, "I
haven't had any payola offered me in
years — not even a chocolate bar."
For ten years Rollins has required
the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the
College Board — the first college in
Florida to do so. Although the scores
of our entering students are stronger
this year than last and considerably
higher than two years ago, we continue to de-emphasize these group figures because of an unfortunate tendency to label colleges according to
their students' average scores. Our
careful selection of candidates is such
that we are proud of the subsequent
success of most students who have
been in the lower ranges in this one
standard of measurement. The con-

The Rev. William A. Constable has
retired after serving in the English
Department since 1943. He and Mrs.
Constable will make their home in St.
Petersburg. Mr. Constable presented
his private library of nearly 400 books
to the Mills Memorial Library.

NOVEL PROOFS GIVEN

Allen Drury, author of Advice And
Consent, has presented one of two sets
of corrected galley proofs of his latest
novel, "A Shade Of Difference", to
the Mills Memorial Library.
Dr.
Drury was a speaker on the 1961 Animated Magazine and was awarded an
honorary Litt.D., at the Founders Week
Convocation.
FORMER COACH DIES

Albert "Del" Mason, who was baseball coach at Rollins from 1905 to 1915
and a major league great during his
career, died at his home in Orlando,
Dec. 31. His wife, who survives, was
Dorothy Temple who attended Rollins
Academy from 1908 to 1910.

MATCHING FUNDS
Many industries and businesses,
as a part of their programs of
financial assistance to higher
education, match the Alumni contributions of their employees. A
check of your company's policy
may double your annual contribution to the Rollins Alumni Fund.

YOUNG MAN IN A HURRY
Rollins' youngest student, Steve
Forsythe from Orlando, entered
college last fall before his fifteenth birthday. He is an outstanding student and readily adjusted himself to the college
level studies.

By BOB STEWART

When a young man reaches the age
of 18, he is usually about to take a
big step in life—either enter college
or go into the service. Steve Forsythe
also expects to take a big step when
he reaches 18, but, as he's been most
of his life, he will be a big step ahead
of other students his age.
In June of 1966, Steve Forsythe
plans to graduate from Rollins College
at a time when many students his age
will be worried about getting into
Rollins. Steve, who turned 15 October
14, has just completed his first full
term at Rollins—with grades which
would make many seniors blush.
An avid fan of mathematics, Steve
first became aware of his exceptional
skills while he was in the sixth grade
at Pine Hills School in Orlando. His
father began to introduce him to the
problems of math at home, and when
Steve showed an exceptional interest
in class, he was encouraged by his
instructor.
During his seventh grade at Maynard Evans, the Rollins freshman took
Algebra II, a course normally reserved
for 10th graders. The results in this
course were so encouraging that Steve
was invited to spend the summer
months at Stetson University, taking
part in a Math Summer Session for
The following year Steve entered
the eighth grade, but in order to pursue his strong mathematical interests,
he also attended Rollins College
classes on a part time basis—sitting
in on a freshman math course taught
by Rollins professor Dr. Bruce Wavell—a professor who made a profound
impression on the young scholar.
After completing the eighth grade,
Steve applied for, and was accepted
in the Rollins College Math Summer
School, a National Science Foundation
supported program for "talented secondary school students."

The 13-year-old lived on the Rollins
campus along with 24 other math students, taking courses in Probability
and Statistics, Abstract Algebra, and
Logic and Set Theory—the latter
being his favorite.
At the end of the summer session
Steve ranked sixth in his class of outstanding students, many of whom had
already graduated from high school.
With the help and encouragement of
Dr. Wavell and Dr. Hadley of the University of Florida, along with Evans
Principal Ted Weidenbeck, Steve decided to make a big step in his life—
he decided to jump three grades and
enter the senior class at Evans High
School.
As had been the case during his past
academic endeavors, Steve's advancement met with great success. He had
no trouble adjusting to the tremendous academic change, and his social
transition met with surprisingly little
opposition. Steve finished the year
with a high B average after taking an
advance math course, advance English, chemistry, world history and
French (which, by the way, gave Steve
the most trouble.)
This September Steve entered Rollins College as a member of the class
of 1966. His age was 14. After successfully completing his first year at
Rollins, the young mathematician will
receive his high school diploma.
During the past term, Steve took
French (still his most difficult subject), physics, calculus and analytic
geometry, plus freshman English.
When asked what course he enjoyed
the most at Rollins, Steve replied,
"Why I suppose that I enjoy Physics
the most. There is a lot of thought
behind it, this I enjoy; also, it helps
to teach me how to think more scientifically."
., ,,
What course do you suppose the 15year-old student found the easiest?
Calculus is right! "I like math, I always have," said Steve. "However, I

do have to admit that I have studied
part of this course on my own, so it's
not all new to me."
When asked to compare Rollins to
his past schooling, the 15-year-old replied, "I like Rollins very much. The
students are more like a family—of
which I am a part. The atmosphere
is nice and relaxed.
"As far as the professors are concerned, I believe that they are closer
to the students, and I feel that I'm
learning a lot."
The bespectacled freshman is a day
student. He arrives on the campus at
8 a.m. six days a week, and remains
at school until 5:30, at which time he
takes a bus back to his Pine Hills
home, where he lives with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Whitehouse.
Steve's father is manager of the U. S.
Plywood Branch in Orlando.
What docs the busy young student
do in his spare time? He reads a lot,
"either books on mathematics or fiction, all kinds of fiction." But this
does not mean that Steve Forsythe is
a bookworm. Says Dr. Wavell, "A frequent failing of students of his
(Steve's) calibre is to be one-sided in
their interests. They are often bookworms who have in some ways warped
personalities. Steve is not like this. He
does not drive himself excessively in
the direction of his special interests."
Dr. Wavell went on to add that one
of Steve's best talents is that of showing "great initiative when working on
his own in research projects he has
set for himself. This is unusual, but
characteristic of the best students."
Dr. Dan Thomas echoes WavelTs
oraise of the talented youth, who is a
member of Dr. Thomas' Physics 201
class. Said Dr. Thomas, "At the start
of the school year, I gave a pre-engineering aptitude test, and Steve made
the highest grade in the class. He's
an excellent student and shows a real
aptitude for physics."
What does such a young and talented student want to do after he
graduates from Rollins? Steve answers, "I'd like to continue my education, earning my Master's and Ph.D.
degrees in math. Then I believe I'd
favor teaching."
The final question put to Steve Forsythe was, "What about homework,
how much time do you spend on your
studies?" Steve sat back, a grin came
to his young, but serious face, and he
answered, "Well, I don't want any of
my professors to find out, but I usually
spend only around two hours a day
on homework."
Even if the Rollins College professors did know the amount of time
Steve Forsythe spends on his homework, they'd all admit the 15-year-old
freshman is quite a student, and an
asset to the College.
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THAILAND IS SPECIAL EVENTS THEME
This year, for the first time, Rollins
has added uniformity to its special
events program by selecting an overall theme. If the plan is successful,
it will be continued into tradition.
At the fall convocation, Rollins
President Hugh F. McKean announced
that "The Arts and People of Thailand" would be the special events
theme for the 1962-63 academic year
at Rollins.
Since that time, everyone connected
with the college has become increasingly aware of the small Southeast
Asian nation—its history, culture and
economy—through a well-planned program of special events.
"The Arts and People of Thailand"
will also be the theme of the Rollins
Animated Magazine in February.
Scheduled to speak at that time is the
Thai representative to the United Nations, his Excellency Somahai Anuman-Rajadhon. Also appearing on the
program will be Stewart Wavell, an
expert on Southeast Asia who is at
present director of programming for
the Burmese department of the BBC.
The Thai ambassador to the United
States, his Excellency Visutr Arthayukti, will give the commencement address in June.
Announcing the Thailand theme,
Pres McKean said, "As a people, we
do not excell at understanding other
people and other cultural traditions.
A plan such as this, which will bring
distinguished Thais to our campus, as
well as examples of their arts, will
give our students an insight into Thailand in a way nothing else could.
Rollins has been fortunate receiving
the cooperation of various Thai groups
in carrying out its theme. The programs of Thai music were sent to
WPRK by the Thailand Committee ol
the Asia Society in New York, as were
the 10 photographic panels on Thailand exhibited in the Rollins Student
Union.
The famed Phakavali Dancers, accompanied by the Pi-Phat Orchestra,
gave a special performance for Rollins
students, faculty and staff November
18 The dancers lived on the Rollins
campus during their weekend visit.
Only two spoke English, but the
friendliness of the Thais and the Rollins students overcame the language
barrier.
Included in the Thai exhibit in Mills
Memorial Library is Helen Bruce's
NINE TEMPLES OF BANGKOK,
which was presented to Rollins by
Anun Pora, a member of the Rollins
class of '61.
Also in the exhibit are two Buddhas,
brass candelabra and a framed rubbing
of a marble bas-relief from Wat Po in
Bangkok, loaned by Rollins junior Ann
Wynne.
Ann, whose father is with the Dept.
of Commerce and whose family has
been in Thailand since 1959, thinks the
selection of Thailand as the special
events theme is a "fine idea."
"The Thais are a very friendly people and look for response from their

RETURNS TO CAMPUS

. '

>

THIS
IS
Dr. Filmer Stuart C. Northrop, one
of the nation's best-known philosophers, has returned to the Campus for
the winter term as the Elizabeth Morse
Genius Professor of Philosophy. He
will conduct a seminar in philosophy
and will be available to the faculty as
a "roving professor of philosophy." A
former contributor to the Animated
Magazine he received an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree from Rollins
in 1955.
He retired from the Yale
University faculty last June and is
author of several well known books.
He also served as Visiting Professor
of Philosophy during the second half
of the 1959-60 academic year at Rollins.

ROLLINS

COLLEGE PRESIDENT

Douglas M. Knight who attended
Rollins in 1938 has been elected president of Duke University. Going on to
Yale from Rollins, he received his
B.A., M.A. and Ph.D. Later he became
president of Lawrence College, Appleton, Wisconsin.
GREGG NOVEL

Mills Memorial Library has received
an autographed copy of The Glory
Circuit, latest novel by Alumnus Jess
Gregg '41.
Western allies," Ann said. "It is of
absolute necessity that young people
be informed concerning our nation's
affairs and that we as a people show
our allies our interest in them as nations and peoples."

Bob Eginton '57 takes you on a camera
tour of the Campus in the next six
pages. This is Rollins as Bob and his
camera see it.
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A photo study of the many phases of life at Rollins during the fall
of 1962 was recently completed by Robert Eginton, '57, for the
Record.

Bob started his picture snapping in Dr. William Dewart's

classroom, then switched to the Sandspur Bowl where a soccer battle
was taking place.

Adding the artistic touch to his assignment, the

Rollins grad visited Miss Ortmayer's sculpturing class in the Art
Building.

.,*«*■

Soccer was the fall sport at Rollins, and coaches
Joe Justice and Ernie Wraschek's squad provided
the fans with lots of action like the shot below
which captures Rollins' little Ricky Mello, the
second leading scorer in the Florida Intercollegiate Conference, going over two Stetson University defenders.
An anxious moment is shown (right) as Rollins
cheerleader Jeanie Britt does her utmost to help
the Rollins defense ward off a Stetson charge.
The Tars had little trouble with the visitors, winning the game 8-0.
Suffering only two defeats, both at the hands
of the powerful Miami Hurricanes, the Tar hooters finished a successful season with a 5-2-1 record, good enough for second place in the FIC.

Study, study, study—even the appearance of photographer Eginton failed to disturb these Rollins students as they lean over
their textbooks. The Mills Memorial Library has become perhaps the busiest spot on the Rollins campus. It was recently announced that the library was extending its working hours. Monday through Friday the Mills
Memorial Library is open
from 8 A.M. until 10 P.M.
This is a daily addition of two
hours to the operating schedule.
One of the real advantages of the
small liberal arts college is the
closeness of the student to the
professor.
Bottom right finds
two Rollins students discussing
matters with Dr. Bruce Wavell of
the Rollins faculty.
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Science has become increasingly important in our modern
age, and Rollins has accelerated its program to maintain its
place in the race for space. The Rollins Graduate Program
in Physics, which offers its courses at night, reports that
close to ninety per cent of its students come from Orlando's
Martin Company. Other local industries are also taking advantage of the excellent facilities which Rollins offers.

!

Three different types of questions were photographed by Eginton. Left, a Rollins co-ed raises
her hand to ask a pertinent question in a biology class, while lower left, members of the Rollins
Sandspur, the weekly newspaper,
question where to place a story
in an upcoming edition. Below
finds still

a different

type of

question being asked, a personal
question, which seems to ask,
"What are you doing tonight?"

O
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Fraternity

meetings,

hands full of laundry,
studying in bed, musical

interludes

and

questions of the future are all a part of
Rollins College, 1963.

BASEBALL

Sfe&ltA~
Facing numerous obstacles, Rollins'
basketball coach Boyd Come is currently undergoing his first season as
head of the Tar hoopsters. On Dec.
12 Rollins finally broke into the victory column, defeating Georgia State
College, 88-66.
This triumph marked the first time
Rollins College had won an intercollegiate basketball contest in 35 attempts. The Rollins losing streak,
which spanned over a three-year
period, had become the longest current losing basketball streak in the
nation.
Rollins' victory made the
pages of Sports Illustrated.
At the Christmas break the Tars
had completed eight games, seven of
which found Rollins on the losing end.
Following their victory over Georgia
State, the Tars competed in the annual Hatter Tournament in DeLand.
Here Rollins dropped games to Middle
Tennessee State College and Stetson
University.
The Tars current win-loss record is
not much of a reflection on the coaching ability of freshman coach Boyd
Come, who many alumni will remember as an outstanding Rollins basketball and baseball player from 19551959 Boyd has tried to compete with
more basketball minded teams, teams
which afford fieldhouse facilities and
competitive basketball scholarships.
The results have been encouraging,
although Rollins College is years away
from competing on an equal basis with
other Florida Intercollegiate Conference schools.
After eight games, sophomore Phil
Hurt is leading the Tar scorers with
a total of 102 points for a 12.7 per
game average. Other double point
men include sophomore Butch Hearn,
11.2; sophomore Jeff Heitz, 10.3; and
senior-captain Leon Hollon, 10.1.

by BOB STEWART

NEW YORK REGATTA
Both varsity and junior varsity
crews will meet Columbia University crews on the Harlem
River on the morning of April 6.
Coach Bradley was pleased with
the turnout of Alumni last year
and sends a cordial invitation for
the regatta again this year.

One of the highlights of the soccer
season was the continually outstanding
performance of little Ricky Mello, a
5'7" 130 pound freshman from Bermuda. The small but mighty center
forward booted home 14 goals during
the nine game season. In three FIC
matches Mello booted the ball past
the oppositions' goalie three times.
Mello's 13 conference goals were good
enough to earn the Tar booter a tie
with Miami's Washington Williams for
second place in the FIC scoring race.
Next in the scoring line for the Tars,
who scored 33 goals in nine matches,
was another freshman, Dave Kessel,
who booted five goals. The other
member of Coaches Joe Justice and
Ernie Wraschek's forward line, Hank
Hencken, was the only Rollins athlete
to kick three goals during the season.
Among the senior standouts of this
year's unit were co-captains Mike Watson and Ed Flory, Bob May, and goalie
Tom Sawyer, who was playing his first
year of intercollegiate soccer. Sawyer
and reserve Wally Hubbard gave up a
total of 24 goals in nine battles, and
the Rollins defenders came through
with two shutouts.

CREW

Baseball prospects appear bright for
the 1963 season according to Coach Joe
Justice. The Tars will open a 39-game
schedule March 18, playing the University of Florida, defending SEC
champs, in Gainesville.
Only one regular from last years
squad was lost via graduation. Last
season the Tars captured the Florida
Intercollegiate Conference as well as
the top spot in the College Division
Tournament of the Atlantic Coast
Regional Baseball Championship.
Highlighting the early part of the
Tars 1963 schedule will be four games
at Harper Shepherd Field against Ohio
State University, a regular spring visitor to the Rollins campus.
The annual Rollins College Invitational Tournament will be held March
25-30. Duke University will return to
defend the title it won last year. Other
teams participating in the baseball
week are Nicholls State, Thibodaux,
La.; Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.,
and Rollins.
Outstanding from last year s championship squad are Ken Salmon, a senior pitcher who has compiled a 20-7
record in three years of action for the
Tars; Jim Emerson, last year's third
baseman who led the club in home
runs with nine; and sophomore Allen
Burris, a sophomore right fielder who
paced the Rollins hitters with a .378
average.
Others expected to be leading performers are Jerry Joondeph, Terry
Williams and George Blasius, pitchers;
Bob Ennis, 2B; Ed Flory, IB, and
Mickey Clark, IB and outfielder.
Rollins' 37 game schedule includes
15 Florida Intercollegiate Conference
matches.

TENNIS

Activity on and around the Rollins
Announcing his "toughest schedule tennis courts has picked up considerably during the past weeks, as tennis
ever," Rollins College crew coach U. T.
Norm Copeland begins to point
Bradley pointed out four big time coach
the Tars March 2 opener
crews that are among the 10 dual op- towards
ponents the Tar oarsmen will face dur- against Stetson University, a team
which Rollins has not lost to in tennis
In the individual record department, ing the upcoming season.
for more than 20 years.
another sophomore, Steve Fehmerlmg,
The 1963 season will get underway
Coach Copeland's squad will face 21
scored 27 points against Stetson Uni- Feb 1 when Wisconsin pits its crew
opponents during the 1963 season versity for a single game scoring rec- against the Tars.
Other "major with
only three matches being played
ord. Fehmerling only scored 33 points leaguers" the Rollins oarsmen will batduring all of the 1961-62 season. In tle include Columbia University, Pur- away from the Rollins courts. Starting his seventh season as head of the
the rebounding department Hearn due and LaSalle.
.
.
This year's Florida Championship Rollins tennis program, Copeland will
leads the Rollins cagers with 63, 17
have five lettermen returning to acof which came against Jacksonville Regatta will be held April 27 at Tampa.
Last season marked the third straight tion from last year's squad which comUniversity.
piled a 12-12 record.
year that Rollins was the Florida State
The Tars number one position is up
Champion crew.
for grabs this season, and Copeland
Five
lettermen
will
be
returning
this
SOCCER
looks for a real battle between junior
year, and the squad looks good. Coach
Grieco and Sarasota freshman
For the Rollins College soccer squad Bradley, who is entering his 26th year Ralph
the 1962 season ended on a sad note as head coach of Rollins crew, said, John Lawrence for the top spot.
On April 4, Rollins will participate
when the powerful University of "During the 1963 season we will have
in a unique college tennis doubleMiami booters ripped the Tars, 8-1, in a much improved junior varsity crew.
the final match of the season for both There is more experience in the fresh- header. The Tar netters will take on
Amherst at 10 a.m., then come back to
teams. Rollins had a record of 5-2-2, man class than ever before."
the Rollins courts at 2 p.m. to square
with all matches except a 2-2 Emory
Heading the Rollins oarsmen will be
off against Hope College.
tie being played against Florida Inter- senior stroke Ed Rupp, who has been
Throughout the year Rollins will
collegiate Conference competition.
elected to his third season as captain
face formidable opposition. On March
of the Rollins varsity crew—a first in
The Tars final FIC record of 5-2-1 Rollins crew history.
5 the Tars will face Fort Eustis in the
was good enough for a second place
college's first tennis meeting of a miliThe Tar oarsmen, who are also
finish behind the undefeated Univertary power. The soldiers are paced by
sity of Miami. The Hurricanes won coached by Rollins graduate Jim
high ranking Norman Perry. He is
all eight FIC matches, concluding its Lyden, will end the season with their
currently selected as the eleventh best
annual
trip
to
Philadelphia
for
the
second straight undefeated year in inplayer in the U. S.
Dad
Vail
Regatta.
tercollegiate soccer.
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irrda Quails Coffie, '62, Class News Edito
Class Secretaries
Gay 90s—Dr. Fred P. Ensminger, Box 1558,
Sanford, Fla.
00-01-02—Dr. George W. Gleason, 618 Glenarden
Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
03—Dr. T. W. Lawton, Box 296, Oviedo, Fla.
04—Helen Steinmetz, The White Sands of
LaJolla, LaJolla, Cal.
05—Ada Bumby Yothers (Mrs. W. W.), 457
Boone St., Orlando, Fla.
06-07—Donald A. Cheney, 3024 Lake Shore Dr.,
Orlando, Fla.
08-09—Ray A. Trovillion, P. O. Box 182, Winter
Park, Fla.
10—Marguerite V. Doggett, 119-20 Union Turnpike, Kew Gardens 15, L.I., N. Y.
11-12—Mary L. Branham, 126 Lucerne Circle,
Orlando, Fla.
13—Ralph Twitchell, 100 Ogden St.,
Sarasota, Fla.
14-15-16—J. Sherwood Foley, Box 1351, Winter
Park, Fla.
17—Marguerite Enlow Barze (Mrs. Roland D.),
Box 5548, Daytona Beach, Fla.
18—Anne C. Stone, 1808 Stonehurst Rd.,
Winter Park, Fla.
19—Dr. Florence C. Stone, 10 Montague Terrace,
Apt. 3-C, Brooklyn 1„ N. Y.
20—T. DeWitt Taylor, Box 356, Pierson, Fla.
21— Norma McFadden Wells, 3417 West 5th St.,
Fort Worth, Texas.
22—Ruth Waldron Stone (Mrs. Alvord L), Rt.
6, Box 643, Tampa 10, Fla.
23—Ray W. Greene, 242 Chase Ave., Winter
Park, Fla.
24—Helen Waterhouse, Box 24, Maitland, Fla.
25—Trillis Wesseler Windom (Mrs. Wm. H.),
341 Holt Avenue, Winter Park, Fla.
26—Catherine Young, Box 341, Altamonte
Springs, Fla.
27—Katharine Lewis Lehman (Mrs. Rodman) 419
Interlachen Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
28—Gertrude Ward Campbell (Mrs. Harry), 201
Genius Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
29—Nancy K. Brown, 945 19th St., Santa Monica,
Cal.
30—Clara Adolfs—Rollins College, Winter Park,
Fla.
31—Jewell Lewter, 1009 North Bumby Ave.,
Orlando, Fla.
32—Lucille Tolson Moore (Mrs. Wm. S.), 4555
S.W. 2nd St., Miami, Fla.
33—Thelma Van Buskirk Douglass (Mrs. Henry),
2466 Fairway Ave., S., St. Petersburg, Fla.
34—Col. Burleigh Drummond, 548 Edwin,
Pomona, Cal.
35—Blanche Fishback Galey (Mrs. John T.), 401
Shady Ave., C-707, Pittsburgh, Pa.

AA Eunice Baldwin Mclntosh (Mrs.
MX .1. W.) just had news of the arrival of her 35th grandchild in
San Paulo, Brazil, where her youngest
son, Arthur Ray, is with the Missionary Aviation Fellowship. She writes
that her second great grandchild is
due in December. Eunice and her husband J. W. recently celebrated their
50th Wedding Anniversary in Santa
Ana, Calif., where they were honored
at a reception given by their children.
Their address is 10602 Warner Avenue,
Santa Ana, Calif.

36—Helen Jackson Hadley (Mrs. Paul A.) R.R.
1, Box 1340, Glencoe, Mo.
37—Grace Terry Marshall (Mrs. Nelson), Locust
Drive, Kingston, R. I.
38—Marita Stueve Stone (Mrs. Wendell), Rollins
College, Winter Park, Fla.
39—Frances Daniel Divine (Mrs. John H. Ill),
4620 Conway Gardens Rd., Orlando, Fla.
40—Sue Terry Boswell, 3601 San Pedro, Tampa
9, Fla.
41—Nancy Locke Johnson (Mrs. Joseph), 1210
Alberta Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
42—Elizabeth Knowlton Shore (Mrs. Jack L.),
118 Park View Circle, College Park, Ga.
43—Shirley Bowstead Evans (Mrs. Charles H.),
6409 Jewell Circle, Belle Isle, Orlando, Fla.
44—Marjorie Coffin Mathews (Mrs. Philip), 3060
Scott St., San Francisco, Cal.
45—Edith Bennett Confehr (Mrs. W. D.), 9904
Parkwood Drive, Bethesda 14, Md.
46—Hallijeanne Chalker, American Embassy,
APO 794, New York, N. Y.
47—Ainslie Embry, 2604 Valetta Rd., Louisville
5, Ky.
48—Lee Bongart Hilkene (Mrs. Bruce L.), 851
Westchester Way, Birmingham, Mich.
Jack L. Redding, 3815 Waterfront Parkway,
Orlando, Fla. (President)
49—Pat German West (Mrs. Wm. B., Jr.), 6204
Newburn Dr., Washington 16, D. C.
Mr. C. Hoyt Van Buren, 633 Woodley Road,
Maitland, Fla.
50—Carol Posten Miller (Mrs. Wm. M.), 4249
Wickford Rd., Baltimore 10, Md.
George M. Spencer, 3613 Royal Road, Endwell, N. Y.
51—Anne Turley Warinner (Mrs. David C), 3460
Principio Ave., Cicinnnati 26, Ohio.
52—Diane Vigeant Matthews (Mrs. Daniel P.),
5260 Brantford Road, Memphis 17, Tenn.
53—Kathleen McDonnell Griffith (Mrs. Richard
D.), 2584 McClintock Rd., Pontiac, Mich.
54—Marilyn Shinton Townsend (Mrs. Robert L.,
Jr.), 4084 Benedict Canyon Dr., Sherman
Oaks, Cal.
55—Jane Laverty, 1008 North Clay St., Frankfort, Ind.
56—Phyllis Lockwood Hull (Mrs. Preston C,
Jr.), 15910 Redington Dr., Redington Beach,
Fla.
57—Billy Jo Whipple Graves (Mrs. J. Anderson,
Jr.), 727 Lonita St., Baton Rouge, La.
58—Cornelia Ladd Mclntosh (Mrs. James H.,
Jr.), 1837 Tune Ave., Florence, Ala.
59—Anne Wilkinson Benedict (Mrs. Peter), Rt.
9, Box 799, Tucson, Ariz.
60—Betty VanMater Hoadley (Mrs. A. Bruce),
Apt. E, 1930 Hearst Ave., Berkeley 9, Cal.
61—Jane Goodnow Cooper (Mrs. James E.), 1550
Hibiscus Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
62—Susan B. Hazard, 10 Peterson PI., Wilmington, Ohio.

Mabelle O'Neal recently vacationed in Europe and the British
Isles. This was a second trip
for Miss O'Neal.

Jack's address is Dongle Ridge Farm,
North Salem, New York. • Bud and
I returned from Birmingham after
a most pleasant visit with our
younger son, Keith. Later we spent
a couple of days with our older son
Bruce and his family in Montgomery,
Alabama. • Louise Bucher Wimbish
says she is still living in the old house
in Atlanta where she was born. She
has a service record of 15 years with
the Druid Hills Presbyterian Church
as Financial Secretary. Louise's address is 320 S. McDonough Street,
Decatur, Georgia. • Aaron Taylor is a
Real Estate Broker in New Smyrna
Beach, Florida. Past president of the
New Smyrna Beach Realty Board, he
is now Finance Chairman of the New
Smyrna Beach Methodist Church.

■ mm Your secretary had a long letter
I / from Jack Shannon '15 telling of
his many travels since retirement. Jack and his wife, Nan, have
been in Hawaii the past two winters
and plan to return again in February.

m Q In memory of Sadie Sawyer PelIQ lerm> who died at her home in
Jacksonville, Florida, August 2,
1947, a membership in the Book-A-Year
Club of the Mills Memorial Library
has been endowed by the following:

55th Reunion, April 26, 27, 28, 1963
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Sara Yancey Belknap, Katharine Waldron Boynton, Edward R. Douglass '17,
Elizabeth Russell Fuessle, Ray W.
Greene '23, Dr. Alfred J. Hanna '17,
Virga West Jones '19, Marie Pellerin
Longcrier '17, Sara Evans Muriel,
Grace Harrop Phillips, Marion Pierson
Reynolds '19, Dr. Florence M. Stone
'19, Trillis Wessler Windom '25 and
your class secretary. • Now that Sally
Belknap has two large rooms, in the
University of Florida Library, for archives of Dance-Music-Theatre, she
would appreciate receiving programs
in the performing arts. Such unbound
material cannot be purchased from
jobbers. Donors will have postage refunded with thanks. • Florence Keezel, chorus audition director of Actors'
Equity Association in New York City,
spent the Thanksgiving holidays with
relatives in Winter Park. A mezzosoprano, active on the stage for more
than twenty years, "Flo" finally accepted a position with Equity. In her
department are registered more than
2400 singers and actors, whom she aids
in their job-seeking. "Backstage" recently contained a long article complimentary of her work. Harold Garton
wrote "She has a tendency to minimize her efforts, but there are few
people who have earned as much respect, love and admiration as Florence
Keezel." We hope, "Flo," that the demands of summer stock will not have
become so heavy by the end of April
as to hinder your attendance at the
Rollin Reunion.
45th Reunion, April 26, 27, 28, 1963

1A Mariorie Tallman Hutchinson has
|y sent for the files of the Alumni
House, a memorial card for her
husband, Robert '18, who died of a
heart attack at his home in Santa Ana,
California, September 17, 1962. The
memorial service was held at the
Brown Colonial Chapel, September
20th. Interment was in the Valhalla
Memorial Park, Burbank, Calif. Marjorie wishes to express her gratitude
for the many kind messages received
from Rollins friends. • Gertrude Hall
Royal spent the past summer with the
family of her daughter Anne Charlesworth, at their home in Southport,
Maine. Now at home in Winter Park,
Gertrude keeps busy doing volunteer
work as a Pink Lady at the Winter
Park Hospital. • Winifred Hanchett
Flood and her husband Paul returned
on Thanksgiving to their home on
Essex Road in Winter Park after
spending a summer in the Catskills as
a guest of Miss Barbara French. Winifred was librarian this summer for the
Onteora Private Club. This winter the
Floods are busy with their teaching,
reading and radio work here in Winter
Park.
Aft Florence Smith Bell has the
j£\j sympathy of her Rollins friends,
who regret to hear of the death
of her husband, George D. Bell, March
18, 1962. in Newbury, Michigan. Flor-

ence spent the summer in Montana
with her sister, Margaret Smith
Palmer '24; in November Florence
was in Orlando visiting with Ada McKnight Hall '19. Gladys Smith Neeley
'22 planned to visit her over the
Christmas Holidays. • T. DeWitt Taylor was a recent visitor to Orlando.
Although retired, he still devotes some
time to teaching Latin in the DeWitt
Taylor High School in his hometown
of Pierson. He is also secretary of the
Northwest Volusia County Chamber of
Commerce. DeWitt is very proud of
his son, Thomas D. Taylor, who is a
Research Engineer with N.A.S.A.
^ m Ray Philips and wife recently
/ I attended the first Kennedy
**
Foundation Dinner at the White
House. Both the President and the
Vice-President were there. Ray's address is 1209 N. E. Fourth Street,
Gainesville, Florida.
M Frieda Siewert Williams is one
of the new resident heads in the
freshmen women's dormitory at
Rollins. Her new address is Box 68,
Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida.
M Frances James retired the first
of November after spending 40
years and three months in Social Welfare work. For 16 years after
leaving Rollins, "Jimmie" was associated with Marion Rous and Susan
Dyer in the Greenwich House Music
School Settlement in Greenwich Village, New York. Later she was with
the Children's Aid Society in Fort
Pierce, Florida. In 1942, she joined
the Florida State Department of Public Welfare as a children's welfare
worker in two Florida counties.
Frances has been affiliated with the
American Red Cross in Orlando as
Home Service Director for the past 10
years until retirement in'62. • Charles
Ward, Miami Herald News Editor, and
his wife and daughter Beverly, have
been traveling in Germany, Munich
and Heidelberg, Switzerland and Paris.
Their home address is 1739 S. W. 11th
Street, Miami, Florida.
40th Reunion, April 26, 27, 27, 1963
M Richard Starr keeps busy as
Deputy Insurance Commissioner
in the Miami area, as president
of the Army-Navy Club of Coral
Gables, as vice-president of the
Greater Miami Bowling Association
and as state director of the Florida
Bowling Association. • Rex and I la
Holiday spent their Thanksgiving at a
mountain cabin near Franklin, North
Carolina.
Dudley Calhoun and wife visit/n
ed their son Tim ('58) and wife
w
*"
Barbara (Howell '58) in Winter
Park in November. In January Dud
will be moving to Florida to be in
charge of Arnold Co. They will be
living in Palm Beach.
35th Reunion, April 26, 27, 28, 1963
AA

t\f\ Virginia Mitchell on her Sab£*i batical leave from teaching
stopped by Winter Park and had
lunch with some Kappa friends. She
planned to go to N.Y. with Virginia
Stelle '30. • Mary Hansen Green (Mrs.
A. A.) spent six weeks in Europe climaxing her stay with a visit to her
son in Wiesbaden, Germany, where he
is stationed with the Air Force Medi-

cal Corps. She says of her visit to
Scandinavia, "I felt as if I had 'come
home.'" • "Peg" White Lofroos and
husband Bill '27 report that "the family are all fine." Peg says that after
seven years she is going to give up
being a politician and concentrate on
her Real Estate business. Their address is 421 W. 10th Avenue, Mount
Dora, Florida.
t\f\ You all would have been thrilled
All and proud of Hugh McKean who
spoke at the Fall Convocation.
When he had finished talking the student and faculty applause rose and fell
and rose again in a prolonged swell!
© Taking a late vacation, Dot Davis
Morgan and her husband headed out
West the first part of October. They
had a personally conducted tour of the
Denver and Boulder, Colorado, area
by Harrison Cobb, and saw snow. She
visited Dot Allen Greene '31 while
there. • Also having a late vacation
was Virginia Stelle. She visited Winter Park and Miami. Louise Howes
Duckworth gave a coffee for her and
local Kappas; and later Louise, Henrietta Kuhl Edwards, Betty Wheatley
Johnson, Janet Cadman Sharp, Charlotte Steinhans and your secretary
took Ginny to dinner and then talked
for hours later at Clara's home. Martha Schank Mayo could not attend as
her husband was just about to leave
for a trip around the world via
freighter. A broken foot kept Nadine
Wright Meek at home; arthritis prevented Carol Walter Cochenour's attending. Barbara Daly Graham was in
the hospital, as was Sally Ethel Green
Ferrell's husband. No response to invitations from Aurora McKay; and
Dorothy Mittendorf has not yet returned from Europe where she and
her husband spent 5% months — they
drove over 9000 miles really seeing the
country. Peter Berger met them when
they landed in Bremerhaven and they
visited him and his lovely family several days. But to get back to our
guest of honor, Ginny had a wonderful
time seeing the many changes on
campus, visiting the old "Beanery"
(now art studios), Fleet Peeples '27 in
his new boathouse, Cloverleaf all
dressed up, and the new dormitory for
freshmen, the large, lovely Elizabeth
Hall. And Ginny is just the same —
really.
We were sorry to hear that Gottfried
Dinzl and his wife had both been in
the hospital, and trust they are much
improved by now. • Although he was
enjoying retirement Ellsworth Bassett
'29 was just about drafted to take an
engineering job in Africa. • Clementine Hall Kastendieck visited the campus in August. That's all I know as
I just happened to see her signature
in the Alumni Guest book, and felt
badly to have missed seeing her and
having more to report. • It was good
to "find" Louise Ingham Ashforth
again. She is living with her mother
at "Greystones" on Ocklynge Avenue,
Eastbourne, Sussex, England. "Billie"
Freeman Greene had a good visit with
them this summer. • After reading
the last Record, Helen Massey Mclntosh sat down and wrote us a nice long
letter. (Wish more of you would do
that!) Helen's youngest child, Jean,
won top honors at Mount Vernon

Seminary in Washington, and is now
a sophomore at Sweet Briar in Virginia. Helen has four grandchildren
but says she refuses to be a "picturetotin" one! They are darling; three
little boys and one girl. • At this
writing Asa Jennings is in the Near
East, but hopes to be in Winter Park
for the holidays. • Santa Claus was
asked to bring your class secretary
some news from each and every one
of you!!! • Cloyde Russell is presently
in the Bureau of Program Planning
and Appraisal for the U. S. Food and
Drug Administration. His work entails planning for the field inspectors
and chemists throughout the United
States. Cloyde's address is Rt. #4, Box
212, Vienna, Virginia.
31

Wilfred Rice and wife Dorothea
(Smoak '33) recently vacationed
in the mountains of North Carolina. Wilfred is principal of the North
Miami Senior High School and also
president of the Dade County School
Administrator's Club. Dorothea is active with the Alumnae of Phi Mu.
Their address is 10927 N. E. 8th Ave.,
Miami 38, Florida. • Dot Allen Greene
writes that her two oldest are married
and her last is a ninth grader this
year. She has three bouncing grandsons. Dot says her biggest thrill recently was a surprise visit paid her by
Lois Hahn Moffett '33 (Mrs. Leslie A.).
e\ft Don French has a twelve year
X/ record of service for Redstone
Arsenal in Alabama. • Harold
Cochenour and Carol (Walter) '30)
have a family that loves teaching.
Harold and Carol both teach school,
their only son, David, married a school
teacher, and David taught until he
was called to active duty with the Air
Force.
Laura
AM
Windsor Mills (Mrs. Aljj bert E.) will be for next two
years Chairman of the Evening
Membership Department of the Women's Club of Tenafly, N. J. Her son
Eddy, now in the 8th grade, was recently on the TV. show, "Make a
Face," ABC.

30th Reunion, April 26, 27, 28, 1963

r\ m Mona Graessle Walker (Mrs.
_}*l W. W.) toured Europe for two
and-a-half months.
While in
Rome, she and her traveling companions had an audience with Pope John
XXIII. Mona's trip included stops in
Switzerland, Paris, London, the Italian
Riviera and a three-week cruise on the
Mediterranean. • Friends and classmates of Eleanor Wilcox Roberts (Mrs.
Philip) will regret to hear of the death
of her parents this past year. Eleanor's husband is in the Real Estate
business in Durham, Conn., and she
has worked since 1958 for the Bureau
of Labor Statistics collecting data for
the cost of living price index. Their
address is Maiden Lane, Durham,
Connecticut.
t\ r Nancy Cushman Baldwin (Mrs.
jj Duncan) is featured with Mort
Marshall (Mortimer Lichtenstein
'39) and Sid Caesar in the new musical
comedy "Little Me." After great reviews in Philadelphia, they opened in
New York November 17th. Nancy's
address is 130 West 57 Street, New
York 19, N. Y.
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#%# Margaret Moore McMillan is a
J0 social worker at the New Jersey
Neuro-Psychiatric Institute. Her
husband, Dr. James R. McMillan is
chief of medicine there. Their address
is Box 1000, Princeton, New Jersey. •
Tony Merrill writes your secretary
that for the past twelve years he has
been in the State Department as a
public affairs officer. Last year he
was with Lindon B. Johnson's camel
drive. Tony has been the State Department's liaison officer for a number
of major national organizations . . .
labor, farm and veterans. Then he
moved into the Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs, which reads the
Fulbright Program. Tony says he
hasn't written a book in ten years, but
with a record of five books behind
him, he need not be ashamed. • Dorothea Breck Dear (Mrs. Arthur Jr.) reports that she is now a proud grandmother. Her son Tyrrel has a young
daughter Virginia and "Dot" says she
plans to spoil it outrageously. Dot is
living in Palatka, Florida, where she
is with the Dept. of Public Welfare.
e%1 Miriam Gaertner spent an interX/ esting summer in the Middle
East staying three weeks in
Greece seeing its ancient ruins and a
week in Istanbul. She writes that she
tried unsuccessfully to get in touch
with Lois Riess Kerimis in Athens.
• Marcelle Hammond Ham (Mrs. Roswell G., Jr.) and her husband are
spending three months in France and
England where he is writing his fifth
novel. Marcelle's sister, Sally Hammond Honan and husband Bill are living in New York where Bill works for
the New Yorker and Sally is reporter
for the New York Post. Sally writes
that she is still active in the United
World Federalists and is on the board
of the Greenwich Village Peace Center. The Honans' address is 260 W.
11th Street, New York 14, N. Y.
Friends and classmates will regret to
learn of the death of Nelson Marshall's
mother on December 5, 1962. Nelson
and Grace (Terry) live at Locust Drive,
Kingston, R. I.
AM "I am growing younger every
-JQ day," writes Jeanne Gillette Kay.
Her son Tommy is studying biology at Yale and spent last summer in
Yucatan on a scientific expedition.
Now he is in Egypt on a similar excursion. • We have great plans for
our twenty-fifth anniversary reunion
in April. Won't you plan to join us
back on Campus.

25th Reunion, April 26, 27, 28, 1963

r%t\ Robert Lado is now Dean of the
<W School of Institute of Languages
and Linguistics at Georgetown
University. • Bill Scheu has been
named president of the Community
Television, Inc., operators of the educational television station WJCT in
Jacksonville, Florida. His address is
1628 San Marco Blvd., Jacksonville.
VIA Caroline Sandlin Fullerton (Mrs.
ZLII Richard N.) visited Dottie Bryn
in Plainfield, Mass., on Caroline's way to Boston last summer.
Caroline is working on her M.F.A. at
TCU in Fort Worth, Texas, where she
has a graduate assistantship in the
Theater Department. Caroline writes,
"I loved visiting Rollins and seeing old
Page 16

friends last February. Saw Bliz (Ruth
Blundin Coughlin '38)." • Alice Elliott
Shaw (Mrs. Jule W.) and her daughter,
Nancy, visited Rollins in November
spending the weekend at Dr. Alex
Waite's home. Nancy is applying for
admission to Rollins next year. • In
July of '62 your secretary received a
wonderful letter from Eduard Adamek,
a classmate of ours for one year as an
exchange student from Czechoslovakia.
He writes that the years following his
stay at Rollins were very difficult as
he spent a considerable part of the
war in a concentration camp in Germany. Eduard continues in his letter,
"For the present you must be contented with my information that I am
alive, very often thinking at the old
good Rollins and all my friends who
I recall to memory in the Tomokan
Book. . . . My deepest wish is to visit
Rollins again with my wife to show
her what a beautiful piece of land
Florida is. . . ." I'm sure Eduard would
be thrilled to hear from any of you.
His address is Brno, Janska 11/13 A,
Czechoslovakia. • From Wellington,
New Zealand (address: GPO Box 2925)
George Krouse reported that he has a
permanent position as assistant to the
Research Engineer, New Zealand Railways, and has a four-bedroom house
in a town of 1500 population. Says
he has helped about eight U. S. professors and scientists find employment
in New Zealand and offers the same
to any Rollins graduate. He sent pictures of his two sons, Donald Paul (3)
and George Dean Junior (4).
Lillian Conn Ward (Mrs. W. R.)
wrote that their two boys are in college now. Russell is a sophomore at
Hampden-Sidney in Virginia, and Jonathan is a pre-college student at Wofford, in Spartanburg, S. C. Their home
address is 234 B Cypress, Shaw Air
Force Base, S. C. • Joe Justice's letter
came while he and his family were still
at their summer home in North Bridgton, Maine. Enclosed with the letter
was a snapshot of the annual 4th of
July "Southern Style" Clambake held
in Clyde Jones' back yard. In the picture are Bill and Barbara (Brock)
Daugherty, Ernest (Buddy) and Hazel
Bryson, Clyde and Sally (Hodgdon)
Jones and Joe and Edith (Scottie) Justice. Two of Joe's children, son Dale
and daughter Marion, are in college
at Rollins; Joe Jr. is attending Brighton
Academy in Maine; and Stephanie and
Robert are in the 3rd and 5th grades
at Lakemont Elementary in Winter
Park • Your secretary had a phone
call from Margery Chindahl Greene
(Mrs. Geo. L.) recently. They live on
the Gulf at Pass-a-Grille Beach where
her husband, Dr. Greene, has been
pastor of the Community Church there
for the last 5 years. They have college-age twins, Dave and Doug, and
15 year old Paul. The Greenes are
very excited about moving into the
new manse now under construction. •
A note from Sherry Gregg Ogilvie says
she and Don had a big Christmas with
all their boys at home in Winter Park.
As for your secretary, in September, I
slipped down the back stairs and broke
three bones in my right foot so I've
been slowed to a poke. Best wishes
to all my classmates. Do let me hear
from each and every one of you with
some information for "The Book."
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Your secretary recently received
word that Wendell '40 and Anne
(Anthony) Davis' daughter was
married to Mr. Jarryll Judice. Their
daughter Anne is continuing her education at the Massachusetts College of
Art.
Wendy's address is Surfside
Lane, Squantum 71, Mass. • Charlotte
Stout Hooker (Mrs. Thomas B.) writes
that her three youngsters, Marian 14,
Martha 9, and Tim 4, plus Junior
League work keep her busy. Charlotte's home address is Lula Lake
Road, Lookout Mountain, Tennessee.
• Betty Hall Sherman reports that her
children are quite grown-up. Judy attends Foothills Junior College, Chuck
goes to Riverside Military in Gainesville, Georgia, and Geoffery is a junior
high school student. We were sorry
to learn of the death of Betty's father
in 1960. Betty's address is 135 Osage,
Los Altos, California. • Charlie and
Evelyn Arnold's oldest son, Jeff, is a
freshman this year at William and
Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia. Charlie's address is 1211 Venetian Way,
Winter Park, Florida. • Col. Ralph
Harrington is attending the Air Force
University at Montgomery, Alabama.
He made a brief visit to Winter Park
after having a minor facial operation.
His address is 390 Winthrop Avenue,
Montgomery, Alabama.
« Merlin Mitchell who retired
from the army in 1961 is now
teaching Literature and Philosophy at Orlando Jr. College. He attended graduate school at Denver University in Colorado. His address is
1800 Lakeshore Drive, Orlando, Fla.
ae\ Mr. and Mrs. James M. Conklin,
tl< Jr. (Sally Mendelson '45) are the
'. 1962-63 presidents of the Severance Millikin, an elementary school in
Cleveland, Ohio. Sally won her 11th
Golf Club Championship this past
summer.
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20th Reunion April 26, 27, 28, 1963

m m Evelyn Long Seitz (Mrs. F. F.)
M *\ writes she is still teaching English and Reading at the Park
Ridge High School in New Jersey. She
says, "Would love to see some of the
Rollins group. My phone number is
391-2313; address: 20 Chris Avenue,
Hilldale, New Jersey.
m m James M. Gunn is now writing
£%*% plays. His experimental play,
^~ TRISKELION, will be performed at Florida State University in
March of 1963. Address: Box 3268,
Tallahassee, Florida.
WEDDINGS — Mabel Mabry to William James Dann, Jr., November 8,
1962. Address: 1503 Bayshore Blvd.,
Tampa 6, Florida.
mg Connie Clifton Ball won the
/JQ Ponte Vedra Invitational Tennis
Tournament this past October.
She won the Women's Singles, Women's Doubles and Mixed Doubles. For
this she received three lovely sterling
silver bowls. Connie has a son Gary,
who is 12, and a daughter Mary, 14,
who is studying acting in California
this winter. • Jean and Ruth (Smith)
Yadley have recently returned from
a seven week holiday in Europe and
the British Isles. While in France
they attended the annual Chapitre des
Vendanges dinner, which is considered
the greatest event in the wine world.
• Your secretary spent Christmas in

,
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Vienna with plans to hear the Vienna
Choir Boys and see the famous Lipizzaner Horses perform. I may soon
have a new address as my wonderful
Ambassador retired and the new one
is bringing along his own secretary.
I'm keeping my fingers crossed for a
non-Iron Curtain post for I'd like to
see some happy faces and sidewalks
with no food lines for a while.
.mg Charles and Pat (Underwood'48)
At Williams visited his sister, Mar^* garet Ann (Williams '51) Dettmar in Winter Park this past August.
They enjoyed a stay at the "Pelican"
and seeing friends and relatives m the
Orlando area. Charles' address is 3712
Manor Drive, Greensboro, North Carolina • Hannah France James is continuing her work at Pilgrim's State
Hospital. She is one of fourteen recreational therapists helping care for over
16 000 patients. Her address is 501
W' 123rd Street, Apt. 7-D, New York,
New York. • Danny Paonessa writes
your secretary that he is still writing
articles and short stories for Esquire,
Reader's Digest, Pageant, True, Better
Homes and Gardens and a few others.
He is a member of the Society of
Magazine Writers and is listed in the
latest edition of WHO'S WHO IN THE
EAST.
. A Mrs. Phillip D. Greene (Mary E.
AX
Campbell '45) writes that hus^W band Phil received his M.B.A.
from Emory University in June. He
is now stationed at Fort MacPherson
in Atlanta. Their home address is
2126 Golden Dawn Drive, Atlanta 11,
Ga • Mary Jane Phillips Hyde (Mrs.
Asa W.) tells us that they are now the
proud owners of a 1929 Pierce Arrow
they plan to show in coming antique
auto shows. Their address is REX). 4,
Colchester, Conn. • Zoe Weston Toler
(Mrs C. Lee) owns and runs The
Morningside Nursery and Kindergarten with some 45 youngsters enrolled
each year. Zoe and her husband and
six children live at 808 No. Magnolia
Ave., Indialantic, Florida. Lee is an
engineer with Pan American connected with the Missile Range. • Tom
Royal and his family have moved to
Tampa, where Tom is engaged in the
Hillsborough County Health Program.
Their home address is 4103 Swannee,
Tampa 3, Florida.
BIRTHS — Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Fanger (Frances Lee Bradley), a daughter, Elizabeth Ann, April 24, 1962. Address: 1243 Alberta Drive, Winter
Park, Fla.
.„,„
15th Reunion, April 26, 27, 28, 1963
m/\ Dr. Warren F. Kuehl has been
AQ invited to teach in the Summer
~
School at Northwestern University during the 1963 Session. You'll
recall that he received the Hamilton
Holt Medal from Rollins in 1961. •
Warren and Olga (Llano '49) live at
101 Herbert Street, Starkville, Miss.
• Phil Howland is regional manager
for the Mutual Funds of America Inc.,
in Orlando.
Address: 615 Florida
Avenue, Orlando, Fla.
Schafer reports that his
rf\ Bill
Nil address is Box 323, Nassau,
Bahamas, since his promotion in
August to Vice-President of Lubrizol
International. Bill has been with this
company since graduation. • Dr. and
Mrs. Tom Mullen visited the campus
in November for the first time since

graduation. He had been attending a
meeting of the Southern Historical
Association in Miami. The Mullens'
present address is c/o the Department
of History, Wake Forest College, Winston-Salem, North Carolina • Everts
Sibbernsen and wife Julie have two
children, Richard, 5, and Laura, 3.
Everts is secretary and assistant to the
President of the Nebraska Bridge Supply and Lumber Company. Their address is 210 Fairacres Road, Omaha 32,
Nebraska. • Elizabeth Mackenzie-Reid
Roy (Mrs. Robin E.) is back in the
States after living for eleven years in
the Netherlands. Her address is 45
Woodfield Road, Briarhills, Briarcliff
Manor, New York • Joel Dames and
wife Arlene (Holub '49) hope to get to
Florida this year. They have six children, Julie, Dana, Cindy, Jon Pierre,
Dawn and Joan Frances. Classmates
of Joel's wish to extend their sympathy at the death of his father this past
April.
BIRTHS — Mr. and Mrs. William M.
Miller (Carol Posten), a daughter, Susan McGaw, April 3, 1962. Address:
4249 Wickford Road, Baltimore 10,
Maryland. • Mr. and Mrs. E. Hall
Tennis (Ann E. Knight), a son, Joseph
deBruin, Oct. 31, 1962. Address: 5454
Keystone Drive North, Jacksonville,
Florida. • Mr. and Mrs. Joel Dames
(Arlene Holub '49), a daughter, Joan
Frances, March 16, 1962. Address:
1605 Taylor Street, Joliet, 111.
m m We are pleased to know that
S I Robert W. Miller has been ap" ■ pointed on the 1962-63 executive councils of two large young-adult
groups sponsored by Chicago-area
churches: the Post Kollege Klub and
the Northminster Fellowship. His new
home address is Apt. 2-D, 904 Hinman
Avenue, Evanston, Illinois. • Ann
Groves Ross and husband Pat enjoyed
an evening get together at the home
of Anne Garretson Barnhill in Akron.
Fred and Joanne (Dilley) Dannemiller
were there too. • Jeannine (Romer)
Shepherd will perform several recitals
this year, one of which will be a solo
performance of the Beethoven 3rd
piano concerto with the Winter Park
Community Orchestra under the direction of Rudolph Fischer on April 28,
1963. Jeannine, husband Bob and two
year old son, George, have a new address at 1814 Tanglewood Road, Milledgeville, Georgia. They will be living there while Bob is interning at
the State Mental Hospital completing
requirements for a Ph.D. degree in
clinical psychology.
Nicely and family vaca
rfy Phil
S/ tioned in St. Petersburg this fall
with his father, who is a professor of Sociology and Psychology at St.
Pete Jr. College. Phil is currently
working at Melpar, Inc., as a Consulting Project Engineer in the Science
Division in Falls Church, Virginia. He
has two sons, age five and four. •
Bobbie Davis Collins says life is busy
trying to keep up with three children.
She and husband Chuck left for a vacation in Hawaii the end of November.
Their address is 1295 Hereford, Cleveland Heights 18, Ohio. • Classmates
and friends of Bill Goldrick will be
glad to know that he is Assistant Manager of the First National City Bank,
P. O. Box 615, Manilla, Philippines •
In 1961, Saretta Hill Joffe received her

MS in Social Case Work from Columbia University. She is now a caseworker in the Bronx Municipal Center
Hospital on pediatric neurology service. • Friends of Ralph Snyder will
be delighted to know of his recent
good fortune. Ralph won the Sweepstakes at the Camelia Society show
held in Jacksonville on December 9th.
Four states were represented there.
• Your secretary and husband Dan
spent a marvelous vacation in Canada,
topping it off with a visit to the
World's Fair in Seattle.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Leypoldt III (Barbara Feidelson) a
daughter, Elizabeth Brockway, Sept.
25, 1962. Address: 7420 N. Berwyn
Avenue, Milwaukee 9, Wisconsin. •
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barker (Daryl
Stamm '53) a daughter, Doane Elyce,
October 25, 1962. Address: 5650 Snead
Circle, West Palm Beach, Florida. •
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis O. McCall (Beverly Jean Hoffman) a daughter, Holly
Jean, Sept. 15, 1962. Address: 500
Vern Drive, Orlando, Florida.
Bob and "Corky" (Hall '51) Tiller
ro
Sj have just moved into their
lovely new home in Jackson,
Tennessee. Corky has recently opened
a business of interior decoration; the
name of the shop is "The Leisure
Liners." The Tillers' address is P. O.
Box 1865, Jackson, Tenn. • George
Lymburn just worked in the film "A
Gathering of Eagles" with Rock Hudson. He says there's a good chance
of being a regular on a T.V. series.
We wish George and Lou (Clarkson)
the best of luck. • James A. Krisher,
M.D., reports that he was released
from active duty in the U. S. Navy in
August of 1962 and is now an instructor in Anesthesiology at Harvard Medical School. His new address is 192
Woodward Street, Newton 68, Mass.
10th Reunion, April 26, 27, 28, 1963
P m Bobbie A. Spencer informs us
SZl she has joined the New York
"^ Chapter of Phi Beta. Continuing her teaching, Bobbie has a class
of 31 first graders in Westbrook, Conn.
• In November Roger Bentley started
on a 31,500 mile vacation trip visiting
in Australia, Burma and Japan. He
called his travels "a real dream trip."
m m Captain Barbara Boyd of the
SS U. S. Marine Corps Information
"
Office writes that hers is a most
interesting job. Stationed in California, she visited her parents in New
England this year. Barbara plans to
be on campus at Reunion time this
coming spring. She adds, "You can
graduate from Rollins, but you can't
leave it out of your memory or heart."
P» Joan Mack writes she had a
Sh successful year playing golf
**
throughout Indiana. She is now
teaching 3rd grade in the Indianapolis
public schools. Her address is 501 75th
Street, Indianapolis, Indiana. • Eleanor "Red" Jackson Shively and husband Jerry and their four children are
once again in London. "Red" reports
they love it there and collect antique
cars. They have at present a 1926
Bentley and a 1913 Fiat stationwagon,
which seats 13 people! The eldest son,
Kent, is starring in a B.B.C. television
film.
Her address is 24 Camden
Grove, London W. 8, England. • Your
secretary heard from Paula Crandall
Foti who reports that Shirley Millar
Page 17
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Holloway is now living in New Smyrna
Beach, Florida. • Ann Schuyler is
going into naval nursing and expects
to be stationed in California or Hawaii soon. • George Miiam visited his
old college friend, Hugh Mitchell '58
while in New York and spent some
time at Hugh's home at 130 Winthrop Place, Englewood, New Jersey.
George is presently serving two
churches, Saint Agatha's Church in
DeFuniak Springs and Saint Matthew's
Church in Chipley, Florida. George
receives mail at P. O. Box 324, DeFuniak Springs.
BIRTHS — Dr. and Mrs. John L.
Opdyke, Jr., a daughter, Kathryn
Louise, Oct. 2, 1962. Address: 606
Ocean View Boulevard, Vandenberg
AFB, Calif. • Mr. and Mrs. Jerome
Shively (Eleanor "Red" Jackson) a
daughter, Burnell, June 30, 1962. •
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Wolff ("Boots"
Balentine) a daughter, Katherine Elizabeth, September 24, 1962. Address:
2747 Hackett, Milwaukee 11, Wise.
r>« David Bowman will receive his
S/ second Master's degree next
**
June; he has completed all of
his courses in work toward his Ph.D.
and now has the exams and dissertation ahead of him. David is currently
teaching Spanish courses at the University of Southern Calif. His address is Apt. #3, 4848 Linscott Place,
Los Angeles 16, Calif. • Bob Tate is
working on his Master's degree at the
University of New Mexico in the field
of Anthropology. His address is 1022
Silver Avenue S. W., Apt. #4, Albuquerque, New Mexico. • Nan Wilson
Malm writes that her husband is an
intern at the Cleveland Metropolitan
Hospital.
BIRTHS — Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
M. Class II a daughter, Laura Samantha, September 29, 1962. Address: 151
East 19th, New York 3, New York •
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Malm (Nan Wilson)
a son, Lee Laurence, August 15, 1962.
Address: 18951 East Shoreland, Rocky
River 16, Ohio. • Mr. and Mrs. James
T. Hall (Freddie I. Flourney) a daughter, Tracie Kathleen, October 12, 1962.
Address: 1627 Newton Street, Orlando,
Florida. • Mr. and Mrs. Ralph S.
Perers (Carol Enz) a daughter, Kristin
Ann, March 23, 1962. Address: 433
Elder Lane, Glenview, Illinois.
_n Jack Mette' opened the second
SX week in November in Berlin's
new musical "The President."
His present address is 186 Riverside
Drive, New York City. • Tim and Barbara (Howell '58) Calhoun have moved
from Indialantic, Florida, to 1910
Glencoe Road, Winter Park, Florida.
Tim is with Shearson Hammill and
Co., Investments, in Orlando. • Lee
Jerane is teaching geometry and algebra II at Winter Park High School and
sponsors the Camera Club there. •
Babs Moore Finch writes she and husband Norm attended the Army-Navy
football game in Philadelphia and saw
many old friends. They have moved
to 162 Beech Terrace, Pine Lake,
Wayne, New Jersey. All their mail
goes, however, to P. O. Box 732. •
Mike Crecco writes that his new address is 2 Grace Ct., Apt. 2X, Brooklyn,
N. Y. He is still in the theater and
recently
appeared on the TV program
M
The Defenders" in an episode called
•'Grandma TNT." This summer Mike,
Page 18

at the O'Keefe Center in Toronto, Canada, played in two musicals — "Guys
and Dolls" and "Most Happy Fella."
Judy Strite visited with them this summer. Barbara (Reuter '57) and Mike
hope old Rollins friends will stop in
and visit them when in New York. •
(Editor's Note: Friends of "Punky"
Ladd Mclntosh wish to extend their
sympathy to Punky on the death of
her mother, October 12, 1962.)
BIRTHS — Mr. and Mrs. Gerald L.
Herrmann (Suzanne Waltz) a daughter,
Lorie Lynn, October 27, 1962. Address:
5762 Beechnut Dr., Cincinnati 30,
Ohio • Mr. and Mrs. William G. Karslake a son, William Gale Jr., Nov. 28,
1962.
Address: 121 Dudley Road,
Cochituate, Mass.
5th Reunion, April 26, 27, 28, 1963.
mf* Classmates of Dick D'Alemberte
N*# will be pleased to learn that he
now owns his own Insurance
Agency and hoped to have his Real
Estate license in November.
Dick
writes, "Am still very single and hope
to keep it that way a few more years."
• Boyd and Linda (Quails '62) Coffie
have only a five minute walk to Rollins. They invite friends to come and
visit them at 1377 Richmond Road,
Winter Park, Fla. • Rainy Abbott is
now in Kansas City, Mo., teaching
Phys. Ed. to high school girls. This,
along with singing in the church choir
and teaching a 5th grade Sunday
School class, keeps her busy. Rainy
writes: "After seven years of getting
college degrees, it's grand being out
on your own. Still think about Rollins
and hope to get back some day."
Robert J. Schermer is now a Lt. J.G.
on board the John R. Pierce, the ship
that recovered Carpenter's space capsule and was the first ship to board
one of the Russian ships bound for
Cuba. • William E. Comer was recently honored by the Central Florida
Chapter of the CPAs when he became
a new member. William and Glenda
have three children, Debra Lynn, William Thomas and Robert Glenn. •
Mary Lee Goin Steinheimer (Mrs.
D. C.) writes that she keeps busy with
her two children, Cathy 4V2, and
Steven 20 months. Her husband Carson graduated from Dental School at
St. Louis University in 1961 and is
now serving with the Navy in Norfolk, Va., on the USS Cadmus. Mary
Lee's address is 6961 Shadowwood
Drive, Norfolk 18, Virginia.
BIRTHS — Mr. and Mrs. Charles R.
Johnston (Mary Elizabeth Dike) a son,
Charles Randall, Sept. 7, 1962. Address: Rt. #1, Box 51-A, Maitland, Florida. • Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Gillow
(Judith Earle) a daughter, Lynn Anne,
Aug. 3, 1962. Address: 1065 Putney,
Birmingham, Michigan. • Mr. and
Mrs. William Earl Comer a son, Robert Glenn, August 3, 1962. Address:
6233 W. Robinson, Orlando, Florida.
gg\ Sandra Whittington Leone (Mrs.
Qll Russell) is now living at 1057
Montauk Lane, Ventura, California, and invites all Rollins friends to
come and see them. They're only a
block from the Pacific Ocean and
have room for any college folks in the
area. • Dale Ingmanson continues his
studies at the University of Florida
where he is working on his Ph.D. in
Education. His address is 909 N. W.
17th Avenue, Gainesville, Florida. •

Richard P. Barker received his Army
discharge in October after three years
service. His new address is Cedonia
Apts. C-2, 5704 Radecke Avenue, Baltimore 6, Maryland. Dick is married to
Ruth Sylla and is a salesman for the
New York Life Insurance Company. •
Classmates and friends of Marilyn
Dupres will be interested to know that
she is now a Foreign Service Employee
as a Secretary assigned to Montevideo,
Uruguay. Her "stateside" address is
5071 Bayshore Road, Sarasota, Florida.
• Charles "Chuck" Morley is a student at the Musical Theater Academy
of New York City. Chuck did summer
stock this past season entering the
Academy in September. His address
is 58 West 48th Street, Apt. 3F, New
York 36, New York.
Walt and Kit (Ondovchak) Cain
made a short visit to campus this fall.
They left word their current address
is 419 N. W. 14th Street, Gainesville,
Florida. • Celia Smith's new address
is Chateaux DeJohn Apt., Apt. 31-A,
5311 Beverly Hill Lane, Houston 27,
Texas. • Dave Glavin writes that he
saw Chuck Berger a few months ago.
Dave's address is Headquarters Company, U. S. Army, Fort Myer S/A.
Arlington 8, Virginia. • Your secretary reports that her husband, Bruce,
will complete work on his Master's in
June and then start work on his Ph.D.
• After completing his military obligation in August, Tom Glymph entered the University of North Carolina and is majoring in piano. On
December 9th he was in a recital doing
a two-piano sonata by Clementi. Tom
writes he heard Ronnie Fishbaugh '57
in a recital at UNC. Ronnie is a
teacher at Duke University in the department of music.
WEDDINGS — Valerie A. Baumrind
to James Bonatis '59, October 14, 1962.
Address: 1666 Bryan Avenue, Winter
Park, Florida. • Priscilla L. (Purr)
Ransom to Dr. Martin E. Blutinger,
August 25, 1962. Address: 440 East
57th Street, New York, New York.
a m
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Ralph Hyde writes that he and
Penny (Flack '62) have moved
into their new home at 94 Mountain Road in East Concord, New Hampshire. Ralph is a Systems Engineer
with the N. H. Branch of IBM. • In
New York, Jim Levy is busy working
on his M.A. in Real Estate and Investments at NYU. He is employed in the
firm of Williams and Co. Real Estate.
• Sally Hunt sends word she is continuing her study toward an M.A. in
Social Work at the U. of Wisconsin.
She is also employed part-time in the
State Department of Public Welfare,
Division of Corrections. Last year,
Sally was a Probation and Parole Field
Agent in Madison; this year her field
placement will be a correctional institution for adolescent girls. Sally hopes
friends will look her up when visiting
in the Midwest. Her address is 122
E. Gilman, Madison 3, Wise. • Richy
Einhorn, wife Ellen, and six-month-old
daughter Marci Gayle are living in
Philadelphia while Richy is attending
Temple University School of Dentistry.
Sandy Wyatt Todd (Mrs. Robert)
writes she plans to take graduate
courses at the U. of Houston so that
someday soon she may teach on a college level. Sandy and Bob's ('60) address is 7024 Stella Link, Houston 25,

Texas. • Joan O'Brien Fleury (Mrs.
Francois) and husband have moved
from Sherbrooke, Quebec, to "Rideau
Wood," Highway 15, Kingston, Ontario,
Canada, where her husband is teaching at the Royal Military College. •
Rollin Berger has been in Germany
with the armed forces since September; he has fifteen more months of
military obligation. Rollin's friends
may write him PFC Rollin J. Berger,
Jr., US 52556894, 619th Eng. Co., A.P.O.
225, N. Y., N. Y. • John Reese writes
he's very busy as an officer in the
family companies which recently obtained $4 million worth of work for
the coming year, but hopes to get to
Florida sometime this winter. He and
Graceann have a new tri level home
and would like to have Rollins visitors
stop and say hello when passing
through northwestern Ohio. Address:
542 West Main Street, Napoleon, Ohio.
• Ronald H. Brown has been employed as a sales trainee by The Warner Brothers Company of Bridgeport,
Conn., and Chamblee, Ga., where he
will receive his initial training in the
Slimwear division of the company. His
address is 455 Dunn St., Smyrna, Ga.
BIRTHS — Mr. and Mrs. Paul Graham (Adaire Lehmkuhl) a son, Paul
Albert, Jr., September 13, 1962. Address: 1523 Glenmont Road, Cleveland
Heights 18, Ohio.
WEDDINGS — Sandra L. McEntaffer to Robert W. Fleming, November
24, 1962. Address: Ensign and Mrs.
Robert Fleming, Meadowbrook Garden
Apts., 1412 West Little Creek Road,
Norfolk, Virginia. • John A. Hirsch to
Mariellen Mercke '63, July 7, 1962. Address: 22 Palmer Avenue, West Long
Beach, New Jersey. • James Ellison
Lynn to Deborah ("Dee") Lee Stedron
'63, June 30, 1962.
Address: 5710
Rhodes Road, Kent, Ohio. • James
Paul ("Bruno") Brown to Sally Jo Koppein '64, September 15, 1962. Address:
1135 Lunt Avenue, Rogers Park, Illinois. • Hallie Haubenestel to Franklin Edward Smith, Jr., December 24,
1962. Address: 5420 Chevy Chase, Apt.
5, Houston 27, Texas.
MHap and Marsha (Mead '63) Turner's new address is Paragon
Products Corp., 521 Bay Shore
Drive, Oshkosh, Wise. Hap is employed in the sales department there.
• Ted Bradley is in graduate school
at the U. of North Carolina studying
Botany. • Mrs. Marg Smith is a Placement Interviewer with the Florida
State Employment Service here in
Winter Park. • June Gittleson is continuing her work in the field of Sociology as she studies for her M.A. at
Columbia University in the Department of Home and Family Life. •
Jim Swan wrote Bob Stewart '60 that
he is currently attending the Art Center School in Los Angeles, Calif. He
says that he has about 50 hours of
homework per week and that the term
"week-end" has been dropped from
his vocabulary. We received information that these classmates have joined
the Air Force; Duane Galbraith—Navigator Training, Dan Jackson—Personnel — Roily LaMontagne—Pilot Training, Tom Parrish — Personnel, Rick
Reitas—Supply, Jeff Sellon — Personnel, Jack Sutliff—Personnel, Bill Tone

—Personnel. • Bonnie Stewart, Cindy
Ramsey and Gloria Pasternak are sharing an apartment on Beacon Street in
Boston, Mass. Gloria is employed as
an office assistant for the Biological
Laboratories at Harvard. Bonnie is in
the Social Welfare office at one of
Boston's larger hospitals. And Cindy
is in the executive training program
of Jordan Marsh.
Mary Gadway, Gail Reitzer and Kris
Bracewell are teachers in the Orlando
area. Leila Belvin enjoys her work at
Conway Publishers in Atlanta very
much. • Jordan Marsh is fortunate to
have another of our '62 graduates
working for them—Sally Zuengler. Sal
is a supervisor in the Orlando Jordan
Marsh store in Colonial Plaza Shopping Center. • Ruth Lynn Whitakker
is teaching first graders in Atlanta,
Ga. • Nini Thompson is employed in
the personnel department of the Chase
Manhattan Bank of New York. •
Jeanne Deemer is overseas in Korea
with the Clubmobile program of the
American National Red Cross. She
writes to the Theta chapter that her
work is extremely interesting, the people delightful, and the country very
different than she had anticipated.
Her address is First CAV. Diz., APO
24, San Francisco, California. • Marshall B. Payson has finished his three
years army obligation in Germany and
is now studying at the University of
Munich. His address is % Berg, Munster 5, Balde Str #5, West Germany. •
MBA '62—Cliff Layfield is now employed as a Staff Engineer at Electronic Communications, Inc. in St. Pete,
Florida. His new address is 1201 77
St. North, St. Petersburg, Florida.
BIRTHS—Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L.
Massett a daughter, Leigh Anne, October 12, 1962. Address: 1206 Browning
Avenue, Orlando, Florida.
WEDDINGS—Patricia Stimson Boyd
to Jay R. L. deSibour, June 16, 1962.
Address: 27 Benton Road, Saginaw,
Michigan. • Shoreen Tews to Robert
E. Humphrey '58, June 23, 1962. Address: 403 N. Lincoln St., Hinsdale, Illinois. • Peter Nicolaysen to Alice
"Dolly" Ferriday, August 18, 1962. Address: 3203 A Formosa Street, Orlando, Florida. • James Carl Swan to
Sandra Lee Warren, June 16, 1962. Address: 821V2 N. Las Palmas. Hollywood, California.
M WEDDINGS — Martha Gill to
William Wipple, June 2, 1962.
Address: 1268 Bayshore Drive,
Dunedin, Florida. • Sue Frances Wells
to Michael Keith Kirwan, September
29 1962. Address: c/o J. D. Wells,
Box 196, Star Route, Fort George,
Florida. • Virginia (Ginny) Campbell
to Edward H. Raff, Jr., July 27, 1962.
Address: 140 Hawthorne Street, Hartford, Conn. • Dennis James Casey to
Virginia Sands ('64), November 23,
1962. Address: 142 Whipple Avenue,
Winter Park, Florida. • Susan Hall to
Robert Monroe Johnson, December 22,
1962. Address: P. O. Box 2086, Stuart,
Fla.
M WEDDINGS — Jane King Stephens '64, to Kenneth G. Kimsey, Jr., June 16, 1962. Address:
Elm Avenue, Jupiter, Florida. • Jeannine Neubert '64, to Charles Dobbs,
August 31, 1962.
Address: Rt. 12,

(Washington Pike), Knoxville 18, Tennessee • Jerrie D. Brannon '64, to Melvin Gilbert Casher, November 24, 1962.
Address: Box 658, Tryon, North Carolina.

IN MEMORIAM
Dr. Alton Burnett Whitman, Rollins
College 1901-1902. Deceased Dec. 27,
1962.
Joseph Gillen, B.A. 1952.
Oct. 19, 1962.

Deceased

Stella Lane (Mrs. Joseph J. Rousseau), Rollins College 1929-31.
Deceased Oct. 24, 1962.
Emily Lippincott (Mrs. Emily L.
Webster, Rollins College 1920-21. Deceased Nov. 25, 1962.
Thomas B. Knight, Rollins College
1939-41. Deceased Dec. 20, 1962.
Col. Morgan L. Brett, Rollins College and Academy, 1899-1901. Deceased August 2, 1962.
Mrs. R. H. (Ma) Burke, Resident
Head 1948-59. Deceased Nov. 8, 1962.
Ethel
1916-17.

E. Enyart, Rollins College
Deceased Nov. 10, 1962.

Mrs. Phyllis Schultze Main, Rollins
College 1944-45. Deceased Oct. 9, 1962.
Charles Sumner Smith, Rollins College 1896-98. Deceased Oct. 3, 1962.
Douglas Potter, B.A. 1925. Honorary
Trustee. Deceased Dec. 18, 1962.
Beverly Faye Ott, B.A. 1948.
ceased Dec. 6, 1962.

De-

Please notify Alumni House if you
plan to move or have changed your address. Ask for POD form 3578 at your
local Post Office. It's free and costs
you only four cents to mail. It costs
Alumni House ten cents when the
Post Office sends us your changed
address.
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Quentin Bittle '43

H. Brown Andrews '38

Malcom Whitelaw '38
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